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Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in your 
institution. (Kindly restrict your response to teaching learning process only) 

More data to study from. More online material can be provided to study to study from  

Portions should be made clearer. 

For subject like drawing and sketching a practical process tutorial can be shown to understand using the specific 
medium appropriately. 

None. 

More interactive  

None 

More examples from actual industry can be given  

 Build a personal connection with your students and   

More interactive classes  

Everything is good  

Make the lectures lively and fun. 

We should be given more assignments so that we can improve our skills. 

Can do more classroom exercises based on the respective topic 



 Can give more examples 

More interesting assignments should be given to improve our skills. 

I’m satisfied with all the classes  

No suggestions  

I would request to provide the recorded session videos later on for better understanding. 

Everything’s going smoothly there’s no improvement needed as such 

I am satisfied with everything. 

Should provide  recorded session ppt notes 

Since it is online teaching but teachers are trying their best to provide us with all the study material and to teach 
us in best way possible.  

Take lectures in time, Give examples that everyone can understand. 

It is really good  

Take lectures in time, Give examples that everyone can understand. 

Needs more interactions for some particular subjects.  

All the teachers have been very encouraging and supportive all the time. 



 More need of questioning round 

Regular tests are required.  

Give review note of where are the marks cut in the assignment 

Everything is fine 

Extra Activities for better understanding  

EVS can be taken a bit practically than too much of theory rest everything is perfect  

Teaching process is good. 

 Teachers teach with good examples and enthusiasm.  

Teaching is so amazing no need to improve anything  

It's good to explore new things and to know this field more through various activities. 

Conveying evaluation of assignments on time is expected from few teachers in order to improve our next 
assignment. 

Since it is lock down period then also teachers are trying their best to teach us in best way possible. 

We can make small batches for asking doubts or any else. 

The teaching and learning process should be offline and not online as everything is getting better. 



No suggestions.  

As now there is no issue or complain regarding teaching methods 

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts 

Some teachers are not good at explaining things, they should focus to explain things in a manner where things 
would be as clear that we could understand them just as they are. In online classes some teachers don't give 
their best (it may be bcoz of practicality of their subjects),But I think if they should try another methods to make 
things clear e.g making some short practicing videos. I think, they should also give us their idea on our 
assignment while checking   

More of the exposure is needed , we need to learn some applications for the better illustrations, some new 
techniques  

No need for improvements. 

Classroom teaching is much better  

No there is no need to because the teachers are good 

The classes can be extended to at least 3 hours a day. 

A sense of discoordination is observed for explaining the assignments and their explanation over it  

Even during these hard times, the teachers are doing a wonderful job of rendering knowledge and concepts 
throughout the online module. The quizzes after the recorded session give a sense of fulfilment of learning. 
Although we face a few issues while using Edu cloud, the study material helps a lot. 

 

 

 

 


